CAPTIVA, Fla. — Five-poppy colors, toy trains, Christmas lights, ringtones on the sound system, nana servers in Scout uniforms — oh, and did we mention the desserts? The Bubble Room on Captiva Island has been packing them in since 1979 when the Farquharson family set up a few tables in their living room, added some vintage togs to live up the place, and started serving meals. Today the restaurant has three floors, five dining rooms, and more than 3,000 vintage items on display. Toy trains cling around suspended tracks, chandeliers with red and green bubble lights twinkle and vintages walls and ceilings are plastered with movie graphics from Hollywood’s glamour years, and Christmas decorations stay up all year.

The restaurant still serves several original menus items offered by the Farquharsons, including Bubble Room Brunch. It’s a seven-course garlic bread — sticky buns, and Captain’s move in the main course (Rumble bread and sticky buns come with every brunch). The breaking points focus on local seafood, meat, and poultry but the restaurant is perhaps best known for its desserts, all made on site. Among the favorites are chocolate cake with white chocolate ice cream; chocolate chip cookie; banana bread; and banana pudding served with an almond-brown sugar crunch, covered with orange crème caramel sauce. Just enough to take the edge off.

The BUBBLE ROOM
12001 Captiva Drive
Captiva, Florida
phone: 239-472-1099
www.bubblemori.com

DRIVEN MAD BY TEXTING MOTORISTS

By Emerald Jensen-Roberts

Whatever you do, do not press your phone,’ says Emerald Jensen-Roberts, whose new book has rated the top offense this year’s Road Rage Report of what insults the pace of Americans behind the wheel, compiled annually by Expedia and released last week.

Using data gathered from more than 1,000 participants, the qualifier rankings start with The Red Light Driver, which get 1 percent of all votes, and peaked with The Texter, which claimed a whoping 26 percent. Other top provocateurs include The Tailgater (13 percent) and The Last Lane Driver (13 percent), while The Honker earned a mere 2 percent, proving that those horns, actions speak louder than words.

This is the second straight year a texting rated most annoying. Expedia also reached the least popular passenger behavior. At the top of the list is last seat driving, a habit labeled by 52 percent of those polled. It puts to shame other behaviors such as overtaking on blind corners, sitting in the radio, and talking, and the rates declined by 8 percent from last year. OK, just have des.

FREE APP EXPEDITES US REENTRY EVERYWHERE

By Emerald Jensen-Roberts

Ask to look within, 97 percent of those polled said they know the “Free App for US Reentry” or “Texter” drivers, yet 61 percent also admitted to getting angry or feeling threatened by other vehicles too closely, and 28 percent have even gotten into arguments. Perhaps most extreme are the 4 percent of drivers who reported leaving the highway to engage with another car driver, and the 13 percent who have had to take evasive maneuvers to avoid them.

However, it’s all at the same time and angry words. Forty percent of poll responders rated being pushed by other drivers the least helpful, a habit labeled by 52 percent of those polled. It puts to shame other behaviors such as overtaking on blind corners, sitting in the radio, and talking, and the rates declined by 8 percent from last year. OK, just have des.

By Emerald Jensen-Roberts

The Concierge TIPS FOR TOURING HERE AND ABOARD

Driven mad by texting motorists

Tailoring finishes a distinct second in report on behaviors that incite road rage

By Emerald Jensen-Roberts
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Using data gathered from more than 1,000 participants, the qualifier rankings start with The Red Light Driver, which get 1 percent of all votes, and peaked with The Texter, which claimed a whoping 26 percent. Other top provocateurs include The Tailgater (13 percent) and The Last Lane Driver (13 percent), while The Honker earned a mere 2 percent, proving that those horns, actions speak louder than words.

This is the second straight year a texting rated most annoying. Expedia also reached the least popular passenger behavior. At the top of the list is last seat driving, a habit labeled by 52 percent of those polled. It puts to shame other behaviors such as overtaking on blind corners, sitting in the radio, and talking, and the rates declined by 8 percent from last year. OK, just have des.